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I think this is the first time ever that every game featured this week has been
created by the same developer. I started off playing Danger Noodle and loving it,
so checked out the rest of Mattykins games and was hooked. Their quick-fire,
fun-play, pixel-art nature appealed and I loved getting stuck into the Grape
Escape! Most of the games were created for game jams, a nice focused way to
try and force yourself to just make something. If you've done the same then
please send me a link!
Until the next issue keep on coding. Drop me a line if you've got any news you'd
like featured by simply replying to this email, messaging me on Slack, Discord or
Twitter.

Emanuele Feronato is easily the most prolific author of
Phaser tutorials on the planet. He has published over
250 of them in the past few years and started writing
Phaser 3 tutorials before most others. As the
framework has evolved, his tutorials have kept pace.
So it's great to see that he's been busy writing a book
and it's now available.
It's 155 pages long, with 28 source code examples,
taking you through the process of creating a full cross
platform game. What's more, buying a copy actively
contributes towards funding my work on Phaser too!

The Latest Games

Game of the Week

The Grape Escape
Escape the Jam Factory in this fast-paced pixel-art platforming adventure.

Staff Pick
Danger Noodle
It's snake, but not as you know it. Grab the food, grow and avoid the baddies in
this fun game.

Stir Fly
Play as a chef working for an extreme soup delivery service!

Starhunter
Kill all the enemies, buy upgrades and survive as a bounty hunter in a rotating
world.

Puck Off
An amusing single or multiplayer ice hockey game created for LD41. Click your
players, set them loose and watch the chaos happen!

What's New?

Phaser Editor Progress Report
An in-depth look at all of the work taking place and the new features in Phaser
Editor 2

Modular Game Worlds in Phaser 3 Part 3
Learn how to create procedural dungeons in part three of one of the most
comprehensive, well written and illustrated tutorials on tilemaps.

Wheel of Fortune Tutorial
Creating a spinning wheel of fortune with just a few tweens and lines of code in
Phaser 3.

Knife Hit Tutorial Part 2
In the second part of re-creating the hit iOS game, you learn how to change the
target speed.

Jumping on Enemies Tutorial
Learn how to handle jumping on enemies heads in this Arcade Physics tutorial.

Phaser 3 Game Development Course
A complete Phaser 3 and JavaScript Game Development package. 9 courses,
119 lessons and over 15 hours of video content. Learn to code and create a huge
portfolio of cross platform games.

Thank you to these awesome Phaser Patrons who joined us recently:
Thomas Sham
Joel Hoover
n00begon
Jacopo Farina

Patreon is a way to contribute towards the Phaser project on a monthly basis.
This money is used entirely to fund development costs and is the only reason
we're able to invest so much time into our work. You can also donate via PayPal.
Backers get forum badges, discounts on plugins and books, and are entitled to
free monthly coding support via Slack or Skype.

Dev Log #127
Welcome to another Dev Log. I'm stuck in that frustrating point where I want to
write and tell you about what's been going on, but at the same time, doing so will
take away hours of time from actually working on getting Phaser 3.12 released!
But knowledge is power, so I've written a short overview of what's new in 3.12
this week and also a comprehensive guide on how to create custom builds of
Phaser 3 - and why you really should do so.

3.12 Progress
I really wanted the 3.12 release to be out by now. I had hoped it'd be out last
Friday but this didn't happen. Mostly because I had 3 key issues I wanted to
resolve first and one of them took far longer than expected. The most significant
remaining issue is the way that game input breaks if you have a high-resolution
display and invoke camera scrolling. I need to solve this before 3.12 can see the
light of day. I'll jump right on it as soon as I've published this newsletter :)
Despite not yet releasing, progress has actually been really good. Last week saw
a huge range of issues closed and areas tidied up. Here is a re-cap of some of
the most important:

Input Updates
The `InputManager.inputCandidate` method, which determines if a Game Object
can be interacted with by a given Pointer and Camera combination, now takes
the full camera status into consideration.

This means if a Camera is set to ignore a Game Object you can now no longer
interact with it, or if the Camera is ignoring a Container with an interactive Game
Object inside it, you cannot interact with the Container children anymore.
Previously they would interact regardless of the Camera state.
I recoded the Transform.getWorldTransformMatrix method to iterate the
transform parents correctly, applying the matrix multiplications as it goes. This
(along with some changes in the Input Manager) fixed an issue with Game
Objects inside of Containers failing hit tests but only between certain angles.

Tint Fill + Alpha
The `setTintFill` method would ignore the `alpha` value of the Game Object in the
shader. The alpha value is now blended with the tint fill, allowing you to properly
alpha tint-filled Game Objects, as can be seen in the image below (in 3.11 the
sprite on the right would be solid white):

Creating Custom Phaser Builds
The main topic I want to discus this week is how to create custom builds of
Phaser 3. By default Phaser will include pretty much everything, especially if you
just require or import the main entry point. This will add 770KB of minified
JavaScript to your bundle which is a considerable amount, especially if you aren't
even using a large chunk of it. However, you can choose what you actually need

in your bundle to a really granular degree. It just takes a little configuration to do it.
To create custom builds you're going to need webpack. If you've no experience
with webpack it'd be best to go and learn how it works before carrying on, as
Phaser is built specifically with it. Other packagers may also work (like Parcel)
but it's up to you to translate this guide into their respective formats.
The important thing to remember is that the Phaser module entry point, as
defined in webpack, controls the whole structure of the exposed API. That is,
everything it includes is made available under the Phaser namespace. It literally
defines which features are included in the library. That's an important distinction
you should understand: it controls what is available in the library, it's not meant as
an entry point for a project.
There are two choices you can make. You can either create your own custom
build of Phaser that only includes the modules you require, and then use that file
in your projects, perhaps via a script tag, or bundling it into your final package.
Or, you can create a project that pulls in just the modules you need from Phaser
via require or import calls. We're going to cover the first approach for this guide.

Building Phaser
This guide is based on creating a custom build of Phaser 3.11. When 3.12 ships
it'll change slightly, because more things will be available to bundle in, but the
core concept will remain the same.
To start with I'd recommend you clone this template repo. It will save a whole
bunch of time getting set-up. Clone it then `npm install` to get the depdencies
downloaded. You're now ready to do a custom build.
If you issue the command `npm run build` (or `webpack` if you've got it available
globally) from the project folder then it'll create a custom build into the dist folder.
This file is called `phaser-custom.js`. Inside the `test` folder you'll find an
`index.html` file. Open this in a browser via an http server, or with local file
permissions enabled, and you should see the following:

If you're wondering where on earth the Star Wars logo is coming from that's a
valid question :) Let's break it down.
The webpack config in the template uses the file phaser-custom.js as its entry
point. Here's the complete file:

If you look at the file, or the above image, you'll see it defines what's available in
the Phaser namespace. It starts by including the standard polyfills and CONSTs.
Then it pulls in the 2D Camera system, the Events, the Game, the Graphics
object and finally one Math function called Between.
This is wrapped-up by merging in the constants and exporting it globally.
Combined with the webpack config this will build into the phaser-custom.js bundle
which will have everything Phaser needs to run, plus the extras identified above.
By default Phaser doesn't include a camera system or any Game Objects, which
makes the 'base' use somewhat limited. So in this case we've added the
Graphics object, because at the very least we can render something with that.
The `GraphicsFactory` function is what allows you to use the command
`this.add.graphics` from within a Scene. You could exclude this to save a couple

of KB if you wish, but then you'd have to alter your code to create a Graphics
instance directly and add it to the Display List.
In the `test/index.html` file you'll see the code for our demo. All it does is create
an 800x600 game instance and then renders the Star Wars logo to the Graphics
object. It's not exactly a game but it demonstrates that, fundamentally, everything
is working.
If you look in the `dist` folder you'll see that the `phaser-custom` file is 274KB
minified. This goes down to 71KB with gzip on the server, so it's significantly
smaller than the default Phaser ships with.

Tweaking the Custom Build
So, how do you now edit the custom build to include the ability to do something
useful like load images and display them? To do this we need two extra things
added to our package: Sprites and the File Loader, otherwise, we can't get the
files into Phaser. Here is a tweaked version of the `phaser-custom.js` file from
above. You can find this in the repo called phaser-custom-sprite.js:

If you look at the file above you'll see we've added in the Image and Sprite Game
Objects (and removed Graphics) and also added the Loader module. This pulls in
the entire Loader and all possible File Types, which is actually overkill for this
bundle, so I'll show you how to refine that shortly. For now, though, it will do what
we need. Issue the command `npm run buildsprite` and it'll build a new bundle to
the `dist` folder. Launch the file `test/indexsprite.html` and you should get the

following:

Voila, working Sprites and image loading! The bundle size is now 303 KB minified
(78 KB with gzip), which is bigger than our Graphics only bundle, but that's to be
expected as we've added the whole Loader module to our build and a couple of
meaty Game Objects too.
Let's refine it a little bit though. We really don't need all of the file types the Loader
supports. In fact, for this test, we literally only need one: the Image loader. Let's
tweak our entry point so it includes only the LoaderPlugin and the Image File
Type:

If we re-run the build command our new minified file is 284KB which is 19KB less
than before. It's not just about file size, though, that's less JavaScript for the

browser to process when it's launching your game for the first time too.
How do you know which things to include back in the entry point? You can work it
out by looking at the `phaser.js` and `phaser-core.js` files in the root src folder of
the main Phaser repo. Using those, plus just browing the source folders for
yourself, you can quickly find what you need.
There's still quite a lot of modules being included that we may not require though.
We can visualize that by creating a webpack profile. Use the command `npm run
buildlog`. This will build Phaser and also create a JSON file that details the build
process. You can upload this JSON file to the online webpack analyzer. I've
included a json file in the repo so you can try it out for yourself. Just download it
from here, then go to the webpack analyzer and upload it. After a short while it will
generate a report. Click on 'modules' to view the module tree:

All of the modules are listed below the interactive tree. Click any node on the tree
to see what is requiring that module and how many dependencies it has. Let's

pick a particularly busy node:

As we can see, lots of modules include the entire Array Utils package. This isn't
a bad thing in itself, because it's a pretty compact and widely used area of the
API, but this exploration process did highlight a lot to me. If you look at the Game
module you'll see it pulls in plenty of things. The Texture Manager, the Sound
Manager, the Animation Manager. All the things it expects to need in order to
operate. Yet, the Sound Manager is entirely optional - we could easily hide that
behind a custom build flag and it'd stop including 140KB worth of source (that's
un-minified, including comments) because if you're literally not using it, why even
bother to have it in the API? The same can be said for a number of other
systems, such as the Animation Manager and the Device module could be made
into a much more compact version that only includes checks that Phaser needs
to boot-up.
In short, I'm quite happy that it's really easy to create a significantly smaller
version of Phaser 3 with very little effort on your part. However, having now
debugged it extensively myself with the module analyzer I can see several
places where it could be made even smaller with not much effort. Which will be a
nice thing to undertake when I move the codebase to ES6 / TS later this year. In
the meantime, use the custom build template and smash away parts of the API
you don't need to get your games even leaner. This is especially important for
Facebook Instant Games, where time-to-play needs to be as tiny as possible.
Cutting from several hundred KB down to 70KB certainly gets you a lot further
along that path.

Reality Adlib Tracker v2 - 23 years after the release of the classic music
package a new version is out.
In this fascinating video Jim Pavloff re-creates Voodoo People by the Prodigy in
Ableton Live.
How Atari and Amiga computers shaped the design of rave culture.

Phaser Releases
Phaser 3.12.0 Beta 3 released August 23rd 2018.
Phaser CE 2.11.0 released June 26th 2018.
Please help support Phaser development

Have some news you'd like published? Email support@phaser.io or tweet us.

Missed an issue? Check out the Back Issues page.
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